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Belfast Local Development Plan 

Response to the Preferred Options Paper 
 

Ref:  

Client:   

Part 2 of 2 

1. This submission sets out the comments by  on  

• 7.1 Housing 
• 7.2 Urban Design 
• 7.3 Residential Design 
• 7.4 Built Heritage 
• 8.1 Inclusive Economic Growth 
• 8.2 Retail 

2. For ease of the Council, we provide our comments on each of these topics separately 
below under the responses to Questions 16 and 17.  
 

3. Our client would request an oral hearing to discuss these issues. 
 

4. As background, our client is a major land holder in Belfast and has a number of 
development sites that are likely to be developed in coming years.  They have large 
development sites along the main arterial routes, Boucher and  Belfast City Centre. 
 

5. Our clients have not made a response to the POP. 
 

6. Our clients consider the following sections of the Draft Strategy to be Unsound. 
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Section - 7.1 Housing 

Policies – HOU 1, HOU 2 HOU 3 HOU 4 and HOU5 

Q16. Please give details of why you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound having 
regard to the test(s) you have identified above. Please be as precise as possible.  

 

7. We note the Council has a significant aspiration for the delivery of 31,660 housing 

over the plan period under policy HOU1.   

 

8. This is an ambitious target, which we would welcome.  However, we recognise that 

the Council considers that the delivery of these houses will come mostly from  zoned 

housing land and that the windfall allowance is very modest at 2000 units or 6.3%.  As 

a numerical exercise in understanding potential capacity for housing, having an 

allowance for windfall is appropriate.  However policy HOU 2 takes the windfall 

consideration further and introduces the presumption in favour of housing within 

zoned housing lands.  That is reasonable.  However what is unreasonable, is the 

assumption or perceived assumption that windfall should be deterred or curtailed, 

and that there is a potential that if a site is not zoned for housing, and the Council 

could demonstrate that 2000 windfall units where built, that additional windfall sites 

may not be allowed as there is a moratorium or cap on windfall sites.   

 
9. This approach would remove flexibility in the Plan.  The Plan needs to assume that, if 

for any reason the zoned housing lands are not able to come forward in the annual 

rates predicted (or at all), that windfall sites could provide an important contribution 

for housing supply in the Council area over the Plan period. 

 
10. Indeed the SPPS page 72 notes that “Windfall potential is central to the assessment 

of future housing land requirement and is a key element of the urban capacity study.  

Windfall potential arising from previously developed land within the urban footprint 

can be a key source of housing supply over the course of the plan period.  In line with 

the objectives of the RDS it is necessary to make a full allowance for this when deciding 

the number of sites to identify for development in the plan to prevent excessive 

allocation of housing land.  The scale of windfall housing allowance will vary from area 

to area …  The methodology used should be robust and care should be taken to avoid 

under-estimation of windfalls”.   
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11. The approach to constrain windfalls is contrary to the SPPS, as there is no need for a 

specific policy allowance for windfalls and there is no need to suggest in the plan that 

windfall sites will be kept to a minimum.  As the SPPS states, windfall allowance varies 

from area to area.  In rural areas, windfall sites will have a lower role than greenfield 

extensions.  However, in the City of Belfast, where most housing will come from 

previously developed small sites, windfall development will be a key contributor.  The 

Housing Technical Supplement para 4.13 and Figure 10 shows that “in Belfast’s case, 

historically the vast majority of housing units where delivered on unzoned land – likely 

resulting from the delay in adopting BMAP, meaning there was a significant 

undersupply of zoned land through the BUAP”.     

 
12. This highlights a fundamental difference in the approach to the Plan.  One of the 

criticisms of BMAP was that it was simply too big and unwieldy.  It sought to be a 

‘blueprint’ plan which was too rigid and did not have adequate flexibility.  It resulted 

in unprecedented levels of objection, and a prolonged public inquiry and adoption 

period.  Without windfall allowance housing development in the City would have 

created a major problem.   

 
13. The Council’s approach is again to prepare a ‘blueprint’ plan, except this time to 

specifically curtail windfall sites.  Our clients are concerned that in the first instance, 

if there is a delay in the subsequent Local Policies Plan (LPP), which will have to 

designate sufficient sites to provide 29,660 units there could be shortage in housing 

land.  Many of these sites would in normal circumstances be treated as windfall sites. 

There will be an evitable debate and challenge to sites and the Plan will be delayed.  

If anything occurs the Council will need to rely on windfall housing.   

 
14. One of the benefits of draft BMAP was that windfall sites were estimates in 

background material, but policy did not seek to curtail delivery of windfall lands.   

 
15. Indeed policy HOU 2 is titled “Windfall Housing” when it should be a policy dealing 

with zoned housing land.  It does not need to provide any comments on the need to 

prioritise zoned housing land over unzoned land.  That is already clear by zoning.  The 

policies criterion for non zoned land is not of assistance either as the criteria are 

general development control matters that would be covered in any planning 

application – i.e. the site being suitable for housing will be determined through the 
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application; all sites in Belfast are generally accessible, especially if they are 

brownfield lands; additional infrastructure would be a matter of negotiations in any 

application.  

 
16. The Council’s attempt to curtail windfall housing is misplaced and has potential to 

produce a plan that is unwieldy and inflexible and unsound. 

 
17. Policy HOU 3 seeks to retain existing residential stock.  This policy has no caveats that 

would reflect the quality of residential accommodation.  Many development sites 

remove dwellings to increase density on a site.  It is difficult to see how the Council 

will deliver 31,660 dwellings in Belfast on brownfield land where there is a 

presumption to retain all housing stock irrespective of quality or its ability and design 

to meet modern living standards.  Moreover, this policy refers to the need for lands 

fronting a city corridor, for development to be complementary to surrounding 

residential uses and have no adverse effects on residential amenity.  Again, this is 

unnecessary and duplicates RD 1 policy.    

 
18. Furthermore, planning permission is not required for demolition of buildings.  The 

policy is in direct conflict with the law. 

 
19. Policy HOU 4 deals with density of housing, and states that city corridor density shall 

be 100-175.  There are examples of established residential density along city corridors 

of between 250 and 300 dph.  The policy on density should not be prescriptive and 

should include additional allowance for increasing the density if the area already 

displays higher density.   

 
20. Furthermore, designation of City Corridors are a strategic matter, and the plan should 

be clear about which roads are City Corridors.  Stakeholders may not be objecting to 

the Strategy on the basis that the Council have left strategic issues to the LPP, and 

when the LPP comes forward, stakeholders will seek to object to density at a time 

when the density issue has been already adopted.  This could prejudice stakeholders 

involvement in the Plan.  The City Corridors should be designated in the Strategy and 

discussed now and the density criteria debated.  To have a density criteria for a 

notional corridor  ‘within the inner city’ but no understanding of where that corridor 

is, is not an appropriate approach to this issue. 
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21. The SPPS paragraph 6.143 states that “the development plan process will be the 

primary vehicle to facilitate any identified need by zoning land or by indicating, 

through key site requirements, where a proportion of a site may be required for 

social/affordable housing”.  The Council’s blanket approach for all sites over 5 units 

to provide affordable housing is not supported by the SPPS.  Policy HOU 5 which 

requires the provision of affordable housing of 20% in sites of over 5 units is a blunt 

approach to delivery of affordable and social housing and is concerning policy as it has 

the potential to make development and delivery of housing unviable.   

 
22. The approach should be dealt with in the LPP where sites are debated and 

social/affordable housing can be included in the key site requirements of zoned 

housing land.  That approach, would allow developers to argue for density ranges that 

allow a viable development to come forward.   

 
23. Consistent with our views on policy HOU 5, policy HOU 6 refers to HOU 5 and the 

need to provide a mix of affordable housing under housing policy.  This reference in 

policy HOU 6 should be removed. 

 

Q17. If you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound, please provide details of what 

change(s) you consider necessary to make the Plan Strategy sound.  

Please note your representation should be submitted in full and cover succinctly all the information, evidence, and any 
supporting information necessary to support/justify your submission. There will not be a subsequent opportunity to 
make a further submission based on your original representation. After this stage, further submissions will only 
be at the request of the independent examiner, based on the matters and issues he/she identifies at independent 
examination.  

24. We suggest the following changes to the Plan Strategy: 

 
25. Policy HOU 1 – delete allowance for windfall housing element and delete para 7.18, 

and replace with the following text: 

 
“Windfall housing will provide an important element of housing need over the plan 
period and will contribute to the Council meeting its housing targets.  Proposals for 
windfall housing will be assessed on their merits”. 
 
 

26. Policy HOU 2 should be retitled as HOU 2 – Zoned Housing Land.  It should delete 

reference to windfall housing and should simply state: 
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“There is a presumption that all new housing development within the plan area will 

normally be delivered on previously developed land within the existing urban footprint.  

Land will be zoned within the local policies plan in accordance with this principle”. 

 

27. Paragraph 7.1.12 – 7.1.14 should be updated to reflect the above. 

 

28. Policy HOU 3 should be deleted. 

 

29. Policy HOU 4 needs to: 

a. have higher density allowances for City Corridors to between 250-300 dph;  

b. define which City Corridors exist;  

c. define where the inner city boundary is; and   

d. include map showing these designations. 

 

30. Policy HOU 5 should be deleted as it is inconsistent with the approach set out in the 

SPPS.  It should be replaced by text stating that “Affordable housing will be addressed 

in the LPP.  Where a need exists in an area, as part of the designation of specific 

housing sites, that process will also involve provision of key site requirements within 

which a proportion of a site may be required for social/affordable housing”  

 

31. Policy HOU 6 needs to have the following words deleted in the final sentence of the 

policy - “as well as an appropriate mix of tenures under affordable housing policy” 
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Section - 7.2 Urban Design 

Policies – DES 2 

Q16. Please give details of why you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound having 
regard to the test(s) you have identified above. Please be as precise as possible.  

 

32. Policy DES 2 seeks to require major development to comply with master planning 

principles.  The policy does not define major projects.  PPS 7 only requires a concept 

masterplan for developments over 300 units.  The Planning (Development 

Management) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2015 defines major development as 

being over 50 units or over 2 hectares.  Clearly a site that has a high density and 

provides over 50 units could be on a narrow urban footprint, with density achieved in 

height of the development.  Opportunities for master planning are limited in such 

schemes.  The policy should be clarified as to when this policy applies.  It is likely that 

a larger site hectare as opposed to unit numbers would facility a proper masterplan. 

 

Q17. If you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound, please provide details of what 

change(s) you consider necessary to make the Plan Strategy sound.  
Please note your representation should be submitted in full and cover succinctly all the information, evidence, and any 
supporting information necessary to support/justify your submission. There will not be a subsequent opportunity to 
make a further submission based on your original representation. After this stage, further submissions will only 
be at the request of the independent examiner, based on the matters and issues he/she identifies at independent 
examination.  

 

33. Policy DES 2 should state that: 

“Planning permission will normally be granted for major development over 3 hectares 

where it accords with the following master planning principles” 
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Section - 7.3 Residential Development 

Policies – RD 1 

Q16. Please give details of why you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound having 
regard to the test(s) you have identified above. Please be as precise as possible.  

 

34. Policy RD 1  should be amended to state that “planning permission will normally be 
granted for development…”.  Including the word normally allows for flexibility in the 
policy.  This is needed because there will be examples where a proposal will be in an 
area where the Council wants to increase height and density of development (along 
city corridors or in the city centre), which may be considered to conflict with the 
character of an area.  The potential of this type of development, which is in 
compliance with other policies in the plan, should be allowed for in policy RD1. 
 
 

35. Policy RD 1 criterion G is confusing as it implies that residential development located 
at the rear of a property will not be allowed.  The policy actually means that where 
rear property is promoted it should have direct and safe access from the public road. 
 

36. The policy needs to be clarified to ensure that planning officers are not overly 
restrictive in assessing application and there is no misinterpretation of the policy.   
 
 

Q17. If you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound, please provide details of what 

change(s) you consider necessary to make the Plan Strategy sound.  
Please note your representation should be submitted in full and cover succinctly all the information, evidence, and any 
supporting information necessary to support/justify your submission. There will not be a subsequent opportunity to 
make a further submission based on your original representation. After this stage, further submissions will only 
be at the request of the independent examiner, based on the matters and issues he/she identifies at independent 
examination.  

 

37. Policy RD 1 should be amended to include the word “normally” and criterion G should 

be changed to state: 

“Any units which are wholly in the rear of the property should have direct, safe and 

secure access from the public street”. 
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Section - 7.4 Built Heritage 

Policies – BH 3 

Q16. Please give details of why you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound having 
regard to the test(s) you have identified above. Please be as precise as possible.  

 

38. Policy NH 3 seeks to maintain ATCs, however there is a need to recognise the potential 
that some ATCs may also be a City Corridor area, where there is a need to increase 
density and height of the buildings in the area.  While we recognize the need for ATCs 
to be properly assessed, designated and protected and enhanced, exceptions to the 
policy, are required.  Inclusion of the word “normally” would allow for exceptions.   
 

39. Policy BH 3 also requires development to have regard to relevant supplementary 
planning guidance.  However, it is unclear what this supplementary guidance is.  The 
PAC recommendation on BMAP was that guidance be produced for each ATC, but our 
review of the papers in the LDP Strategy website has not identified any supplementary 
guidance for ATCs.  Our clients are concerned that publication of supplementary 
guidance, without full public consultation and Examination in Public will increase the 
restriction of development in ATCs without full and fair debate and will be a way of 
circumventing the development plan process. 
 

40. We also note that the last paragraph of policy BH 3 seeks to have planning intervene 
in the commercial interests of a site, where the Council are seeking to prohibit 
demolition of buildings in an ATC until contracts have been signed for the approved 
development of the site.  This intervention will be unenforceable, as contracts are 
commercially sensitive, and developers may use different contractors for demolition 
and construction.  Planning approvals and S76 agreements can be used to control a 
planning permission’s implementation, and the additional layer of planning becoming 
involved in the commercial negotiations and agreements between developer and 
contractor is inappropriate. 
 
 

Q17. If you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound, please provide details of what 

change(s) you consider necessary to make the Plan Strategy sound.  
Please note your representation should be submitted in full and cover succinctly all the information, evidence, and any 
supporting information necessary to support/justify your submission. There will not be a subsequent opportunity to 
make a further submission based on your original representation. After this stage, further submissions will only 
be at the request of the independent examiner, based on the matters and issues he/she identifies at independent 
examination.  

 

41. Policy BH3 should be amended to state that “Planning permission will normally only 

be granted …”  

 

42. Policy BH 3 should delete the final paragraph that states “Where demolition consent 

is granted this will be conditional on prior agreement for the development of the site, 
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including prohibition of demolition until contracts have been signed for the approved 

redevelopment of the site”. 

 
43. Any supplementary guidance for the ATCs should be published as soon as possible 

and this should be open for consultation and Examination in Public before being 

applied to assess applications within ATCs. 
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Section – 8.1 Inclusive economic growth 

Policies – EC 6 

Q16. Please give details of why you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound having 
regard to the test(s) you have identified above. Please be as precise as possible.  

 

44. Policy EC 6 severely curtails potential B1 (a) office use on city corridors and arterial 
routes.  Office development on arterial routes is an important economic use and 
allows small businesses to locate in areas where they might not be able to afford to 
locate in designated centres.  It also is sustainable as small offices on such routes can 
allow people to walk to work, remove traffic and parking in the City Centre and 
workers in these areas can sustain small service businesses in the area.  Such use will 
encourage people to live in high density development close to arterial routes.  Vibrant 
and well populated city corridors or arterial routes are indicative of a strong city 
generally.   
 

45. Policy EC 6 should provide for an allowance for office accommodation in city corridors. 
 
 
 

Q17. If you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound, please provide details of what 

change(s) you consider necessary to make the Plan Strategy sound.  
Please note your representation should be submitted in full and cover succinctly all the information, evidence, and any 
supporting information necessary to support/justify your submission. There will not be a subsequent opportunity to 
make a further submission based on your original representation. After this stage, further submissions will only 
be at the request of the independent examiner, based on the matters and issues he/she identifies at independent 
examination.  

 
46. Policy EC6 should include the following: 

 
“Along the frontage of City Corridors, small office accommodation of up to 200 sq m 
will be allowable either by upper floor change of use or by sensitive infill development 
of brownfield sites”.  
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Section – 8.1 Retail 

Policies – RET 3 

Q16. Please give details of why you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound having 
regard to the test(s) you have identified above. Please be as precise as possible.  

47. Policy RET 3 curtails the use of city corridors for the use of convenience retailing and 
prohibits all comparison retailing along city corridors.  Roads such as Lisburn Road has 
developed a strong reputation for the provision of boutique fashionwear shopping.  
This offer complements the offer of the City Centre, and does not undermine it.  The 
prohibition of comparison shopping along City Corridors has potential to reduce the 
vitality and economic viability of these neighbourhoods.   In order to maintain the 
balance between supporting the neighbourhoods and preventing competition with 
the City Centre, we would request that an allowance of 200 sq m of retail floorspace 
is provide for comparison shops.  It would also be appropriate to re-introduce the 500 
sq m net convenience floorspace limited to city corridors also. 
 
 
 

Q17. If you consider the Plan Strategy to be unsound, please provide details of what 

change(s) you consider necessary to make the Plan Strategy sound.  
Please note your representation should be submitted in full and cover succinctly all the information, evidence, and any 
supporting information necessary to support/justify your submission. There will not be a subsequent opportunity to 
make a further submission based on your original representation. After this stage, further submissions will only 
be at the request of the independent examiner, based on the matters and issues he/she identifies at independent 
examination.  

 
48. Policy RET 3 should be amended as flows: 

 
“Local shops that are not designated as part of a local centre such as those along city 
corridors will be limited to performing a local convenience and service role and must 
be no greater than 500 sq m.  Along the frontage of City Corridors, comparison shops 
of not greater than 200 sq m will be permitted”   
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